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          Kata Kata is an authentic African cartoon 
          magazine with both online and printed versions. 
Humorously, Kata Kata tries to discuss and sensitize 
typical African / global socio-political issues using 
cartoons. At the same time, it equally offers a maxim that 
life is perhaps not all about seriousness; one needs some 
laughs and relaxation to face serious challenges in life.  
The duality of Kata Kata is such that it, on the one hand, 
discusses serious issues and at the same time, it offers 
therapy for the problems through laughter.

In an educational, informative and yet humorous way, 
Kata Kata creates awareness of social problems through 
the dissemination of information and finds solutions to 
them. This important information can be sent across 
in many major languages (English, French, Spanish, 
Portuguese ) as well as / or different African languages, to 
reach the grass-root audiences.

The quarterly printed edition of Kata Kata is widely 
available in the Netherlands and some European 
countries. Equally, the magazine can be read or borrowed 
from different libraries globally, including the prestigious 
Stanford University Library, USA,  Federal Library Den 
Haag, (the Netherlands), University of Leiden Library 
-African Studies (Netherlands), University of Iowa (Main 
Library), USA, Southern Africa Library, Basel, Switzerland 
etc.
Likewise, the digital version of Kata Kata can also be read 
online or subscribed to via Kata Kata website or Magzter, 
the world’s largest digital newsstand with more than 20 
million readers. 

See: https://www.magzter.com/NL/KataKata-
CartoonMagazine/Kata-Kata-CartoonMagazine/Comics/

We have expanded to Africa. With our offices in African 
countries, our humorous magazine is now available to our 
African readers, especially in various big hotels. 
We collaborate with a lot of credible international 
organizations, including the World Bank, the International 
criminal court (ICC), the CARE International, United 
Nations Population Fund, Ministries of gender etc.

Don’t be left out. Hurry now and get your copy or 
become a subscriber.

Please visit our website: www.katakata.org 

Welcome on board Kata Kata. Relax with our 
humorous cartoon magazine and get ready for 
a long laugh aimed at attitudinal and social 
changes.

ABOUT KATA KATA
CARTOON MAGAZINE

Kenya office
Perminus Kiiria - Country Manager

Nigeria office
Drs.  Buchi Njere - Country Manager
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Publisher’s note:
Mental Health.

  

The adage “a healthy mind 
is a productive mind” makes 
resounding sense if one relates it 
to the worrisome rate of mental 
health challenges facing the world 
today.  
 
Sadly, we are casually sitting on 
a keg of gunpowder waiting to 
explode; we hardly do much to 
address the danger associated 
with mental health, which is 
systematically destroying people’s 
lives. 
 
As we celebrate World Mental 
Health Day on October 10, we 
must create awareness of the 
sickness through global health 
education and advocate against 
social stigmatisation of mental 
health victims. 
 
Globally, 284 million people suffer 
from anxiety, while more than 
43 million Americans alone have 
mental health. Depression affects 
264 million people worldwide. 
Those are not encouraging 
figures. Alcohol dependence 
affects 107 million victims, and 71 
million suffer from substance use 
disorders. 
 
The coronavirus pandemic did 
not spare the already devastating 
mental health condition. The 
unexpected epidemic, which 
forcefully kept many indoors and 
shut down human interactions 
and activities globally, undeniably 
impacted health care and social 
relations. Since the start of 
the epidemic, rates of anxiety, 
depression, and drug use disorder 
have increased, and the first 
year of the COVID-19 pandemic 
witnessed an enormous 25% 
rise in fear and sadness. With 
lockdown in place and physical 
interaction significantly minimised 
during the coronavirus pandemic, 
loneliness became a norm. At the 

same time, fear of infection and 
death, financial and job losses, 
and trauma over the demise of 
loved ones all caused devastating 
mental stress and depression. 
Faced with all the health 
challenges, most victims, including 
many exhausted health workers 
who experienced thousands of 
deaths daily, contemplated suicide 
as a solution to their disastrous 
mental health condition.
 
We must join hands together to 
tackle the mental health epidemic. 
Apart from providing the victims 
with necessary medical attention, 
we must encourage them to 
engage in self-care, which requires 
the victims to take steps to 
make many changes in their lives. 
These self-care measures include 
keeping in touch with friends 
and family, having a regular sleep 
routine, avoiding or minimising 
drugs and alcohol intakes, 
exercising regularly, changing 
one’s diet to healthier options, 
engaging in the activities one 
used to enjoy, discussing one’s 
health problems and feelings with 
someone one trusts, seeking help 
from a healthcare professional, 
amongst others.
 
Meeting and interacting with 
other mental health victims makes 
one realise they are not alone in 
their problems, as others face 
similar challenges. Therefore, 
signing up for a group therapy 
workshop nearby would not be a 
bad idea.
 
We must take those measures to 
Kata Kata Village before it is too 
late. Please go with me.
  
Yours in Kata Kata,
 
Ogo Ubabukoh
 
Publisher

Botolome ya bokokota baiso ko ndaengo. (Kele) 

Mwanaume mwenye tamaa jicho lake huwa katika 
sufuria. (Swahili)
Un glouton a toujours l’œil dans la casserole de sa 
femme. (French)

A greedy man always has his eye on his wife’s pot. 
(English)
When someone is greedy, they can often take what 
belongs to others. Hence,  greed, envy, selfishness, 
corruption and other harmful elements in human beings 
can quickly destroy our society. (Meaning). 
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 Good morning!

What kind nonsense is dis? Every 
day I greet you, you just look 
at me like castrated goat en’ 
walk away without a word? 

You wan’ me first get Schengen 
visa before I greet you, or 

before you answer me? Your 
brain contain amoeba egg? Now, 

answer me!!

My sister, don’ mind dat 
arrogant one. You’ not de only 

one. Useless man! No wonder 
why the wife always look’ sad. 

I tell you, we don’ wan’ you 
inside Kata Kata Village. Useless 

man. And from today…….

Whot’s your 
problem? 

Eeee! Why you wan’ turn Kata Kata 
Village into Yemen en Afghanistan with 
your quarrel en fight? Why we can’t 
sleep or relax inside dis Kata kata 

village? Haba! 

Eeee! Banange!! 
Whot kind’ bad 

behaviour is dat? 
Your mama train 

you at all?

Why all the 
damn bullshit? 

Which bull? You see 
any chicken here 

shitting, talk less 
bull? 

Sometimes, I 
even think you 

en him belong to 
de same mad-
mental club. 
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Wow! Hold it, dude, Watch 
your reckless mouth. 

Madness? You just make 
speculative conclusions 

over something you 
bloody don’t know. The 

dude is not mad….

Piccolo, since when 
you become his lawyer 
defender? Is it normal 
you greet person en 

he no answer? Dat one 
good or normal?

Listen, Chief, 
the dude is a 

victim of mental 
health? 

Mental? Ahaa! We say de same 
thing in different way. Is mental 
not madness? I tell you, de man 

sick inside head…..

I’ve emphasised the danger of mental health in 
Kata Kata village, but no one took me seriously. 

This illness is systematically destroying our 
people; thank goodness, the World Mental 

Health Day is marked every year on October 
10 to create awareness and advocate against 

social stigma.

Piccolo, how can person 
not worry about dis? Even 
me, I worry. Maybe we no 

understand you because of 
bullshit, dogshit and dam’ 
en bloody nonsense you 

always talk…
Whatever!

Please, Piccolo, let me 
call our village meeting 

so dat we hear you proper 
en know how to solve dis 

zombie madness. 

for more, please subscribe.........
(See page 4 for subscription info)


